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Title: Some results from a joint project on Information Theory and Genetics 
 
Abstract: 
A wider perspective looking a bit outside the own area leads to surprising results and 
collaborations especially between life scientists and information or communication theorists 
have proven to be fruitful. This talk will provide four exemplary results of a joint project with a 
genetics group. The first will describe the effect of mutations by a channel model, determining 
mutual information and in the end defining what it means, when a species will be replaced by 
another or ceases to exist, argued from an information-theoretic perspective. As a second 
example, we will look into the genetic code mapping between triplets of base pairs, so-called 
codons, to amino acids. Describing probabilities of mutations as mutational distances and 
drawing "chemical distances" in parallel will show that mostly high probabilities for mutations 
go in line with small effects in the modifications of proteins when amino acids are replaced by 
others. Very high mutation probabilities are mapped to synonymous codons leading to the 
same amino acid. The third example will show a surprising links between Shannon entropy, 
chemical stability, and frequency of certain protein classes along the genome of E. coli. Finally, 
we tried to learn from the encoding in the genome using overlapping genes on opposite DNA 
strands and the adaptive splicing in vertebrates. The latter reminded us of source coding in the 
Lempel-Ziv 77 algorithm. The overlapping genes in both directions made us modify all Lempel 
Ziv-(Welch) source coding algorithms to include also backward reading of the dictionary. 
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